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high quality example sentences with time and high in context from reliable sources
ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english the
meaning of it s high time is used to say it is time to do something that should have
been done a long time ago how to use it s high time in a sentence the phrase indicates
that we should have acted earlier suggesting the present moment might be too late so
when someone declares it is high time they emphasize the need for immediate action in
short it is high time means action should have been taken earlier and now is the latest
it should be done it s high time past subjunctive expresses that something should be
done and that it is already a bit late it s time you went to bed you ll have to get up
early tomorrow it s high time i bought a new pair of jeans it s about time this road
was completed they ve been working on it for months the oxford english dictionary oed
defines high time as fully at or now usually nearly past the time when something should
happen or be done the phrases it s high time and let s can both be used to make
suggestions let s is the short form for let us it is followed by an infinitive without
to let s go home let s eat out tonight let s buy some flowers for mary let s start now
this structure is mainly used in informal contexts it s high time definition infml it
is past the time when something should have happened learn more phrase if you say that
it is high time that something happened or was done you are saying in an emphatic way
that it should happen or be done now and really should have happened or been done
sooner emphasis it is high time the government displayed a more humanitarian approach
towards victims of the recession it s high time meaning infml it is past the time when
something should have happened learn more definitions of high time noun the latest
possible moment it is high time you went to work see more see less type of time a
suitable moment the appropriate time for something also past the appropriate time for
example it s high time we did something about martha s dog or it s high time you
children were in bed the precise meaning of this term depends on the tone of voice and
or the context for a synonym see about time world time and date for cities in all time
zones international time right now takes into account all dst clock changes adverb 1
the latest possible time a time that is almost too late it s high time you mended this
shelf noun 2 also called high old time an enjoyable and exciting time collins english
dictionary high time definition time beyond the proper time but before it is too late
none too soon a lively exciting enjoyable time uncountable idiomatic a point in time at
which something desirable or necessary is considered to be utterly due or even overdue
to occur high time definition the appropriate time or past the appropriate time see
examples of high time used in a sentence time management is the process of consciously
planning and controlling time spent on specific tasks to increase how efficient you are
you may be familiar with setting deadlines writing to do lists and giving yourself
small rewards for accomplishing certain activities it s high time subject verb past
simple meaning something should be done and that s a bit late it s high time you went
to bed it s time you came to see us we haven t met each other for so long it s time you
started thinking about running your own business the timeanddate com time zone map
gives an overview of current local times around the world it takes into account
daylight saving time dst changes worldwide noun these are words and phrases related to
high time click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page time synonyms time
particular point in time appointed time proper moment appropriate period synonyms for
high time from random house roget s college thesaurus revised and updated edition 2000
random house inc browse aug sep oct nov dec the graph above shows that there is no
clock change in tokyo during 2024 time changes in tokyo over the years daylight saving
time dst changes do not necessarily occur on the same date every year time zone changes
for need some help historic present and future dates for daylight saving time and clock
changes
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time and high english examples in context ludwig May 14
2024
high quality example sentences with time and high in context from reliable sources
ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english

it s high time definition meaning merriam webster Apr 13
2024
the meaning of it s high time is used to say it is time to do something that should
have been done a long time ago how to use it s high time in a sentence

it is high time definition meaning and origin Mar 12 2024
the phrase indicates that we should have acted earlier suggesting the present moment
might be too late so when someone declares it is high time they emphasize the need for
immediate action in short it is high time means action should have been taken earlier
and now is the latest it should be done

it s high time grammaring Feb 11 2024
it s high time past subjunctive expresses that something should be done and that it is
already a bit late it s time you went to bed you ll have to get up early tomorrow it s
high time i bought a new pair of jeans it s about time this road was completed they ve
been working on it for months

can the idiom it is high time be used in formal writing
Jan 10 2024
the oxford english dictionary oed defines high time as fully at or now usually nearly
past the time when something should happen or be done

it s high time home of english grammar Dec 09 2023
the phrases it s high time and let s can both be used to make suggestions let s is the
short form for let us it is followed by an infinitive without to let s go home let s
eat out tonight let s buy some flowers for mary let s start now this structure is
mainly used in informal contexts

it s high time english meaning cambridge dictionary Nov 08
2023
it s high time definition infml it is past the time when something should have happened
learn more

it is high time definition and meaning collins english Oct
07 2023
phrase if you say that it is high time that something happened or was done you are
saying in an emphatic way that it should happen or be done now and really should have
happened or been done sooner emphasis it is high time the government displayed a more
humanitarian approach towards victims of the recession

it s high time definition cambridge english dictionary Sep
06 2023
it s high time meaning infml it is past the time when something should have happened
learn more

high time definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Aug
05 2023
definitions of high time noun the latest possible moment it is high time you went to
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work see more see less type of time a suitable moment

high time definition usage examples dictionary com Jul 04
2023
the appropriate time for something also past the appropriate time for example it s high
time we did something about martha s dog or it s high time you children were in bed the
precise meaning of this term depends on the tone of voice and or the context for a
synonym see about time

the world clock worldwide timeanddate com Jun 03 2023
world time and date for cities in all time zones international time right now takes
into account all dst clock changes

high time definition and meaning collins english
dictionary May 02 2023
adverb 1 the latest possible time a time that is almost too late it s high time you
mended this shelf noun 2 also called high old time an enjoyable and exciting time
collins english dictionary

high time definition meaning yourdictionary Apr 01 2023
high time definition time beyond the proper time but before it is too late none too
soon a lively exciting enjoyable time uncountable idiomatic a point in time at which
something desirable or necessary is considered to be utterly due or even overdue to
occur

high time definition meaning dictionary com Feb 28 2023
high time definition the appropriate time or past the appropriate time see examples of
high time used in a sentence

what is time management 6 strategies to better manage your
time Jan 30 2023
time management is the process of consciously planning and controlling time spent on
specific tasks to increase how efficient you are you may be familiar with setting
deadlines writing to do lists and giving yourself small rewards for accomplishing
certain activities

structure it s time to it s high time basic Dec 29 2022
it s high time subject verb past simple meaning something should be done and that s a
bit late it s high time you went to bed it s time you came to see us we haven t met
each other for so long it s time you started thinking about running your own business

time zone map timeanddate com Nov 27 2022
the timeanddate com time zone map gives an overview of current local times around the
world it takes into account daylight saving time dst changes worldwide

high time 5 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Oct 27
2022
noun these are words and phrases related to high time click on any word or phrase to go
to its thesaurus page time synonyms time particular point in time appointed time proper
moment appropriate period synonyms for high time from random house roget s college
thesaurus revised and updated edition 2000 random house inc browse

time zone clock changes in tokyo japan timeanddate com Sep
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25 2022
aug sep oct nov dec the graph above shows that there is no clock change in tokyo during
2024 time changes in tokyo over the years daylight saving time dst changes do not
necessarily occur on the same date every year time zone changes for need some help
historic present and future dates for daylight saving time and clock changes
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